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Art Dept. Buys Author Speaks
Poster Maker Armistice Day
Something new has been added
in the Art department.
In an attempt to standardize the
posters and signs for all campus
organizations
and
events,
an
"Embosograf" has been purchased
by the school and assigned to
Willard Wankelman, asst. prof
in the art department.
The machine makes all types
of signs in a wide variety of
colors. By having signs made in
the same manner, it is believed
that it will "clean up" the Well
and other posting areas.
The machine is patterned somewhat after the old pressure press
of Benjamin Franklin's day. Four
different sizes of type are available for lettering.
They have
sharp edges which, when under
pressure, impress pieces of adhesive colored paper into the
heavy cardboard and leave the
letters in place.
The extra parts of the paper
are removed and the letters are
neatly impressed in the cardboard
and ready to put on display. The
signs for the campus movie,
"Home in Indiana," were the first
campus signs to be made by this
new machine.
The signs arc made in three
sizes, 22" x 14", 11" x 14", and
6H" x 14" and cost 30, 20, and
IB cents respectively.
Posters should be scheduled any
afternoon, one week in advance,
in the Fine Arts Building, back
of the Woman's Building.
Forms for getting signs made
may be obtained from the business office and be approved and
paid for there. The lettering is
put on the form and also the size,
color of cardboard, and color of
lettering. The Business Office receipt will be. expected from all but
administrative offices.
Available colors in the heavy
cardboard on which the signs arc
to be printed are: gray, green,
yellow, chocolate brown, light and
dark blue, red, black, and green
and tan mottled.
Letter colors are: white, yellow,
red, blue, light and dark green,
maroon, black, and lavender.

Get Your Key

Damaged In Accident

Quincy Wright, professor of international law at the University
of Chicago, is slated to speak at
the Armistice day assembly tomorrow at 11 a.m. in the Auditorium.
Dr. Wright is author of "A
Study of War," which Prof. John
Schwarz of the history department calls, "the most analytical
treatment ever given the subject."
During the war Dr. Wright
served as consultant to the Koreigh Economics Administration
and State Department. He was in
attendance during the Nurenberg
Trials.
Dr. Wright received his A.11.
and I..L.D. degrees from Lombard
College, Galeshurg, 111., and his
A.M. and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Illinois.
I lie University bus was damaged Tuesday morning enrouta to
A delegation from the American the Toledo Museum of Art. Thirty-six art students and two faculty
Legion will be seated on the plat- members were on board. No one was injured in the accident which
form with the speaker.
tour one panel off the bus and damaged two others.
Three miles north of Bowling Green on U.S. 25 the bus started
pass a truck owned by the Smith Monumental Works, Findlay. The
Sign For Rushing to
bus hit some 4x4 poles sticking out of the back of the truck, and then
Registration for freshman hit a corner of the truck.
and upper-class women for soRussell Basconi was driving the bus.
rority rushing will take place
November 12 and 13 in the
Well.
Registration is sponsored and conducted by PanHelenic Council.

Bee Gee Students Model
In Fashion Show Nov.18

A style show featuring the latest in men and women's
campus fashions will take place in the Men's Gym, Tuesday,
Nov. 18, at 8:30 p.m. The event is being sponsored by Lasalle
and Koch, Toledo department store, in connection with the
opening of a men and women's college shop at their Bowling
Green branch.
• Thirty-five fraternities, sororities, and independent groups have
been invited to participate by selecting three members of their
group to attend a meeting tomorA survey will be conducted row night at 6:46 303 AdminiNov. 6-8 to determine the stu- stration Building to make predent's needs for the 1948 summer liminary arrangements.
school. Students aro definitely enOne member of each group of
couraged to file their requests if
they have any intention of attend- three will be chosen to act as a
ing in order that the student's de- model. They will DC judged on
mand may be satisfied. This sur- poise, carriage, appearance, and
vey, however, is not your registra- general appeal by Miss Gay Lation.
Joie, Lasalle Fashion Director, and
For students' convenience, a Ann Parthum, Student Fashion
.heet to list courses may be obtained from the following sources; Director beginning Monday, Nov.
freshmen, from their English 101 10, at Lasalle's Bowling Green
or speech 110 instructor; sopho- Store.
mores, from their education 202,
Models will be judged at the
economics 201, or sociology 201
instructor; juniors, from their show by a vote of the audience
business law, English or education and the winning men and women's
301 or 341 instructor, nnd gradu- group will each be given a table
ate students, from Dr. Emerson C. model radio for uso in their house
Shuck.
or dorm. The prizes will be on
display in the Well several days
Friday will mark the end of the
before the evening of the event.
distribution of the 11147 Key, acThe Bhow will be produced by a
cording to a staff announcement
group of seven Bowling Green
The Keys may be acquired by
students
headed
by
Blancho
stopping at the yearbook office in
The Professional Aptitude Test Spangler, Publicity Director, in
the Administration building.
of the Association of American
Any student who was enrolled Colleges will ugain be udministcrcd cooperation with Lasalle execuat Bowling Green last year is en- at Bowling Green State University tives.
tilled to a book as the order is on Feb. 2, 1948. This test is deOther committee heads arc: Adautomatically placed upon regis- signed to meusure the extent of
tration. Students who were en- the educational development of vertising Manager, Eloise Manrolled only one term must still pay students who arc applicants to hart; Display Manager, Carol
for half of the book.
colleges of medicine. Kesults of Adams; Publicity Manager, John
this list are required by most col- Fay; Fashion Director, Ann Partleges of medicine before n student hum;
General
Superintendent,
is considered (or final admission. Charles Codding; Treasurer, Tom
Word has been received in the
Guidance Office, 217 Administra- Mercer.

Summer School
Survey Taken

Annual Dinner Key Distribution
Honors Women Will End Friday

Post Office Has
Laundry Trouble

An avalanche of mailing cases
engulfs the University Post Office
every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday morning, and its meager
staff of three finds that its laundry problems do not occur on the
conventional Monday.
Mail received by the post office
is sent out weekdays at 8 a.m.,
11 a.m. and 3 p.m., and on Saturdays at 10 a.m.
Mailing cases
brought in on Saturday after this
hour do not go out until Monday.
Mail comes in once a day between
7:30 a.m. and 8 a.m.
Paul Shepherd, manager of the
post office and the bookstore saya,
the post office performs all the
duties of a regular post office except cashing money orders, which
would necessitate keeping a large
amount of money on hand. Special delivery letters go out in the
regular mail, because of the inconvenience of personally deliverEleven cases involving campus ing them.
parking violations appeared before
the Student Court last Wednesday
night.
Chief Justice Virginia
Marion presided.
Four students were tried for
failure to bring in their traffic tickets. Two paid fines on campus.
A student display of creative
The other two elected not to pay
the fine and to have their cars art is on exhibit in the Ad buildrestricted from the campus for the ing show cases on the main floor
remainder of the semester.
near the registrar's office. DrawThree cases were dismissed and ing and design classes taught by
in the remainder of the cases the Karl Richards, Prof. Willard Wanstudents were fined $1.00 each for kelman, Esko Rentola and Mrs.
William Alexander are represenfirst offenses.
Student Court has access to ted.
Included in the exhibit are onerecords showing the owners of all
cars on campus. For student in- point perspective drawings, a nonformation as is seen by the above objective composition with emphareports the penalty is heavier sis on line and tone, and several
illustrations of the human form.
when a student fails to report.
In all of the cases appearing Also found are a rythmic border
before the court for not reporting pattern inspired by a favorite
with a ticket the violator is given musical composition, rythmic line
the alternative of paying the fine and flat pattern designs, and a
or confiscating his right to park value scale and color wheel.
Other displays of student art
on campus.
work may be found lining the halls
of the art building.
These are
selected from work done by students in classes taught by Miss
Cornelia Menges, Miss Marietta
Kershner, Hiss Thurstin and Mrs.
Alexander.
Work done by art department
teachers is now on display in the
art building.
Do you want a free trip to
Scandinavia?
The Foreign Language Department announces the
opening of a contest sponsored by
the
Swedish
American
Line.
Write an essay not exceeding
2,600 words on "The Influence of
"Radio Tower," a guoache paintSwedish Settlers on a Community ing by assistant Professor Willard
or Region."
F. Wankelman of the Art departThe first and second prizes are ment, has been chosen for the
free
trips
to
Scandinavia, 1947-48 tour sponsored by the
Twelve other grand prizes will be Water Color Socity.
awarded.
Grand opening of the 23rd AnCollege undergraduates, high nual Clruit Exhibition of Paintschool and preparatory school stu- ings will be November 15 at the
dents, and adults, regardless of Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts.
occupation, will each be judged From the exhibit 60 paintings will
be used for toe circuit exhibition.
separately.
.

Student Court
Hears Cases

Student Display
In Ad Building

Essay Contest
Offers Voyage
To Winners

Wankelman's Work
Chosen For Tour

Campus women ladders were
honored with the seventh annual
Leadership dinner Friday, Oct. 31
in the Falcons Nest. This formal
banquet was sponsored by the
Association of Women Students.
Miss Ada Tierce, head of the
sociology d' partment of Hiriam
College, addressed the group concerning leadership on a democratic
cumpus. Citing the luck of leadership as part of the rest of social
problems, she stressed the need of
yroup responsibility and the importance
of
integrating
new
people into responsible academic
and extra-curricular activities.
Turid Upsaker, accompanied by
Alice Elton on the piano sang
the Norwegian version of Grieg's
"In a Bout," and a folk song
"Anne Knut's Darter" by Fire
Sunge.
Before dinner music was furnished by Jean Graham on the
violin
accompanied
by
Mary
Onsel at the piano. Betty Lange,
A. W. S. president was toastmistress.
Some 70 women signed the
guest book. This number included
AWS officers, members of Cap and
Gown, Student Court, publications
heads, and organizational presidents.

Pre-Meds Take
Aptitude Test

Maternal And Child
Class Held Weekly

The third scries of six weekly
Maternal and Child Care classes
will begin at 1:30 p.m. today in
Shatzel Hall.
Discussion periods will be lead
by Mrs. Borghild Wulff, registered
nurse from the City-County
Health Department. The King'.-?
Daughters will sponsor the series.
Meetings will be concerned with
care during pregnancy, preparation for the baby's arrival, and
demonstration of baby care.
Maternity and infant ware will
be displayed by members of the
home economics department, under
the direction of Miss Florence
Bender.

Ono Captivates Audience
In Second Voice Recital
by Dorothy Schumann
Miss Masako Ono, soprano, completely captivated the
audience with her friendly ease and lovely voice Sunday night
at 8:30 in the Practical Arts Auditorium. It was her second
faculty recital.
The well-selected program was perfectly
enunciated and showed to advantage Miss Ono's clear, sweet
voice. The flawless accompaniment of Miss Betty Troeger,
also of the Bowling Green music
audience that she was recalled to
staff, enhanced each number with
the stage for a bow. ThiB was
the proper mood setting.
undoubtedly her best selection.
Nymphe and Shepherd* by PurDuring the Japcnese folk songs
cell and O No, John, an English which followed, Miss Ono's lack
folk song, opened the program. of ostentation
and
unaffected
Both were in a light, lifting vein, charm were impressive.
Enjoybut the humorous twist of the lat- ment of Blue-Eyed Doll was inter especially pleased the audience. creased following her explanation
The Italian A Pattorale by Ver- of the song. The others folk songs
racini and Phis de Depit from were Cherry Blossoms, Lullaby and
"Les Deux Avares" by Grctry in Moon Over the Weather-Beaten
Old French ended group I.
Cattle.
Songs of the present-day French
The fanciful mood of / With and
composers comprised group II. t Wish-by Peterkin plus Miss Ono's
The dreamy melodiousness of Le enchanting voice made this seColibri by Chauscon contrasted lection a success. Who'll Buy My
pleasingly with the capricious Lavender by German, the English
tempo of Nicolette by Ravel. Miss composer, was marked with sim
Ono's remarks on the story of plicity and a disarming sincerity.
Nieolette added to the interest in Go, Lovely Rote by Quilter and the
the selection. Mandoline by De- final, brilliant showpiece, Pierrot
bussy climaxed the section with by Rubner concluded the progrom.
a light, carefree mood. Claire de
In this reporter's opinion Miss
Lune by Szulc was also in the Ono should be complimented for
group.
her originality in selecting her
Miss Ono's masterful style and encore, / Hate Music, But I Like
vocal facility in singing the dim- to Sing. The audience was decult, but well-known aria,t/n\ Bel lighted and left with the pleasant
de Vedremo from Puccini's "Ma- feeling of having spent an enjoydame Butterfly," so charmed the able evening.

tion Building that registration for
Students and the general public
the examination should be made are invited to attend. There will
before Nov. 16, 1947 with Dean K.
be no admission charge.
II. McFall, who has been appointed examiner to administer these
tests.
hazard eliminated
Only students who are appliStudents can now maka the
cants for admission to medical
trek to North Dorm and back
school in the fall of 1948 will be
without the hazard of speeding
ndmittcd to the examination.
cars to endanger their safety.
A new crushed stone walk
has been laid on Park avenue
from the North Dorm ares to
Merry Ave., and will eliminate
walking on College drive. The
distance is the same.
Stinky the Skunk will be back to
Bowling Green in time for Christmas. He will bring his friend the
Kangaroo this year.
In case you are wondering, they
are little, stuffed, felt animals that
will be on sale at the bookstore.
Other specialties for Christmas
will be fountain pens, Christmas
The Sandusky branch of the
cards, and Schueffer desk sets. university is again open, but with
The bookstore has ordered stenciled T-shirts, which it expects in a slightly smaller enrollment than
last year.
Classes are held in
an early shipment.
At present, besides its regular the high school from 4 to 9 p.m.
supplies of books and school equip- Smaller branches have been
ment, the bookstore has playing
cards; BG scotch tape; fraterni- opened in Kenton and North Balty, sorority, and BG Btickers; BG timore.
license plate tags; tennis and golf
Dr. Earle Emme and Dr. Earl
balls; soap; soap flakes; Reader's Hackbarth of the psychology deDigest; Coronet; BG seal stationery; heavy date stationery; desk partment, Mr. Anthony Baynard
of the foreign languages departlamps; and zipper binders.
ment, and Mr. Harley Mathias of
the mathematics department make
the nightly journey.
Sixty students, 40 of them freshmen, are
enrolled as compared to the enrollWithin the next two weeks an
area between Kohn hall and the ment of 80 last year. TwentyLaboratory school just adjacent seven of last year's freshmen are
to the drive will be stoned in and now on the campus as sophomores.
made ready for parking space the The remainder have been able to
business offlice announced.
Ad- enter other schools.
ditional parking facilities for
Under the direction of Mr.
North dorm residents have also
Frank Smith, Sandusky public
been added recently.
Further improvements are being school director, the branch has
added as work starts on the walk served as a definite aid to Sanand road that will connect fra- dusky area students and has in
ternity row with the rest of the some respects relieved the crowded
campus. A short cut for residents conditions that prevail in colleges
of the North dorm, West hall, and today.
Dr. C. G. Swanson, associate
the apartments will also be available soon. Plans are under way professor of sociology, makes the
to stone Park avenue, running evening trip to Kenton, while Dr.
through the trailer camp, so that L. B. Kames, assistant professor
there will no longer be any need of geography, is in charge of the
to walk along North College drive. North Baltimore branch.

Bookstore Awaits
Stinky's Return

University Has

Three Branches

Improvements Made
In Parking Areas
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not Lei+Uf jjuuiuli. . .
Not being Finnish, we aren't mad about "Finlandia." Sebelius' melody is a lovely one, but it's not what we need as a
tune for our Alma Mater.
Kent, Ohio State, Miami, our sister schols in Ohio, all have
original melodies and words written by a member of the student
body or an alumni.
Meanwhile, Bee Gee continues to call its Alma Mater an
improvised song written some 30 years ago when the school was
begun. It was written to last only a short time until an original

Norwegians tike Bee Gee
Hospitality and Customs
By Jo.n Hild.brand

could be created.
Bee Gee has grown beyond this song. We need an original
song and words that the students will like and will learn to sing
with pride—and know the words. As it is now, the student body
manages to mumble through the lyrics, and recognizes the tune
enough to stand at attention when it is being played, but there
certainly is no deep, reverent feeling for the present tune that
should accompany an Alma Maer.
Fortunately for us, time was cut short at the Homecoming
game, and we did not have a chance to sing our outdated hymn.
Perhaps by this time next year we will all be singing a new
song, a song that tells of the pride of the students for Bowling
Green, tells of its growth and progress, a tune that will hold for
the students and the alumni, alike, inspiration and memories of
happy years in college.

diap. and Hunk...
by Hank Ltwii
CLEW Is the byword for the week at Bowling Green State
University. Known as Christian Living Emphasis Week, this
one week of the second year Is set aside to give the student
an opportunity lo take account of himself.
A campaign to revive the inherent Christianity within all ol
us—CLEW is an attempt to get us back in the habit. A habit we
should never lose if we are to keep ourselves morally strong and
mentally fit.
A man is as big or as little as his habits. Religiously or
otherwise, habits are man's masters until he masters Ihem. They
may compliment or humiliate him, but definitely they mark him
for what he Is.
Each of us is a creature of habit. It is easier to form a good
habit than It is to break a bad one, but some of the finest men are
those who have broken bad habils.
Religion and the art of "believing" are good habits, easily
acquired and with a little effort easily maintained. CLEW is
offering us a good start with lectures, meetings, speakers, consultations, and gripe sessions. All we need do is acquire Ihe
habil as set forth and to continue the practice.
There is something else of great significance thai joins here.
It Is called faith—a faith that recognizes the fact thai beyond a
man's own strength Ihere is other strength greater than human
strength that supplements and inspires men's best efforts.
Strength from God—a strength that makes a man more than a
man for some great occasion.
While laying the ground work for his life and his career no
one should be more aware of this than the college student. Sad
indeed will be the man who considers his education well rounded yet who misses entirely or casts lightly aside the "habit" of
Christianity.

tint* to.

UOHOA.

dad...
by John Fay

The absence of a Dad's Day during the football season this
year has been noted by a great many of the student body. Since
In many cases it is "Pappy" who pays the bills so that his son
can attend Bee Gee, it might not be such a bad idea if some sort
of recognition be accorded him.
Whether it can be accomplished yet this season, or whether
we will have to wait until next, is a question. There is but one
more home football game on this year's schedule and it takes
place only a week and a half from today. That is not much time
to do the thing up right.
But whether It is accomplished this year or next, we think
that it would make a good project for some campus organization
like the Varsity Club or SICSIC. Many colleges and universities
throughout the country sponsor Dad's Day as an annual event
and a really big thing is made of it.
A special section could be reserved for "Pop" in the stadium
and of course if "Mom" wanted to come along too, we doubt if
there would be any objections to reserving her a seat also.
During the half each father who had a son on the varsity
squad could be Introduced to the crowd and the band could
come in with some appropriate music and formations. Some sort
of entertainment could be scheduled during the evening, such
as movies of past Bee Gee games, or a banquet.
Members of the football squad should talk it over among
themselves, with the coaches, and with the administration.
Make your ideas on this matter known to them and to such organizations as the Varsity Club and SICSIC. Letters to the editor
of this paper would help.
Let's not forget the old man next yearl

-.
Turid Upsaker
Tore Bogh-Tobiessen
Tore Hogli-Tobiasscn of South
Norway arrived here at the beginiiiiii' of the BMOnd semester last
year. We all noticed him for hia
tnllncKs, his intent look, hia knickers and his flashy nigoylo socks.
Tore is still here but he goes
about a little less conspicuously
now for his outfit has chnnKcd. He
still has, however, that same intent
look which protmbly countless
numbers of years in America could
never change.
Tore, whose home is in Kriatianaand, is a graduate student of political science and sociology. Upon
completing his master's degree in
February he hopes to get a job
with a Norwegian foreign office in
this country and return to Norway
next summer to attend the University of Oslo.
Last summer he attended Columbia University in New York
City.
However, according to
Tore, it WSJ good to "get back
home to Howling Green" for New
Yoik was too "tdise."
During the war he went to
school and worked with the Norwegian underground. For the last
six months of the war he was interned in a Gorman concentration
enmp
Tori1 believes that anyone can
adapt himself to a foreign country
if he comes to understand the customs and doesn't always try to
think in terms of comparisons with
his own country.
Practicing what he preaches,
Tore lives in one of the upstairs
rooms at the Nest where he is in
a gooil position to absorb one important phase of American "culture." I can still hear him saying,
Why don't they change the
records more often?"

Freshman Picked
Stardust Girl

Jl+tU>U to tU Cdtio*.
dirty trick!
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In case, you haven't noticed,
there is a new blonde on campus
who handles a tennis racket like
no lit; coed ever has. Ask the
boys over at the Stadium Club
for verification.
Norway's contribution to our
campus is the friendly Turid Upsaker who is making her temporary home at the Delta Gamma
house.
A music major, Turid has already sung; a solo in the Christian
church, and last week gave the
third and fourth graders at the
Laboratory school a lively lesson
in Norwegian geography. Dressed in her national costume, she
entertained them with folk songs.
"Everything goes so fast here,"
she remarked when asked how she
liked the American way of life.
"You marry young, and have children young.
In Norway they
generally marry when 25 or older
and always the boys are much
older than the girls."
An active sports enthusiast,
she's afraid that she must shelve
skiing, one of her favorites, while
in Howling Green.
During the war she was graduated from Nordstrand College near
Oslo, and then studied voice in
Oslo while working for the government.
This reporter's query as to how
she liked Bowling Green brought
a sincere reply.
"I'm enjoying
every minute of every day here.
The people are so friendly. It's
interesting for foreigners to travel abroad not only to see different nature but nature in human
beings."
In the spring she hopes to join
the Norwegian Students' choir
when it tours the United States.
When school is out, Turid plans
to travel through the United
States and South America.
After the war she took a cruise
to Capetown, South Africa and the
Canary Islands.
On the cruise
she sang over a network which
was piped through other boats on
the same line and thus came to be
known as the "Norwegian Nightingale."
Upon her return to Scandinavia,
Turid will join the King's Opera
company in Copenhagen, Denmark
where she will make her home.

Lois Rupp, Kappa Sigma Starduet Girl, w.i crowned at the annual "Stardust Dance" laat Saturday night. Loii it a pretty blonde,
blue-eyed Freihman from Park
Ridge, Illinois.
Her crown was composed of
white rosee intermingled with pine
edles, and her arm bouquet consisted of red roses. President Art
Lauer also presented her with a
beautiful compact.
The Kappa
Site then sang to her their Starduet Girl Serenade.
The beautiful decorations wore
a auitablo background for the
lovely queep.

I am writing this letter for two
reasons.
In the first place, I
want to blow off a little atcam.
Secondly, I want a first class heel
to know what a really low character he is.
Monday evening I had ten dollars stolen from me. I won't say
where because I don't think that is
necessary. However, I would like
the thief to know a little about
that ten spot he filched.
I worked to get that ten, and it was
about all I had to tide me over until the checks come on the first of
November. When those checks do
come I'll have to send a good part
of mine home to my mother, who
is dependent on me. All in all,
the loss of that ten hurt—plenty.
I don't expect the ten dollars
back, because I don't think the
person who took it has enough
common decency in his make-up
to return it, but I do think such an
incident should be brought to the
attention of the student body if
only to prove that even college
doesn't seem to wise some of us
up.
Irving M. Bonawitz

Wednesday, November 5, 1947
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No More Lines
For Commoners

By Dick Lonhart
The ant originated chemical
warfare by expelling a formic
A Satire By
acid at their enemies.
Harold Flagg
Upon seeing a little girl lead a
"My sweet little Alice blue"
cow along a country road the
parish minister stopped her and jeans are soup-stained.
asked: "Little girl, where are you
I have waited in lines that would
taking that cow?"
"To the bull," replied the little horrify the U. S. Army. I have
loaded a tray with so many desgirl.
"Can't your father do it?" ques- serts that I didn't have enough
tioned the clergy somewhat taken money left to buy the main dish
aback.
at the end of the line.
"Nope," answered the young
I am ready to cease writing
lassie, "only the bull."
Case Tech facts not worth knowing for the
A pessimist is a fellow who feels Bee Gee News, and to begin creatthat all women arc bad—an op- ing a book on "How to Cultivate
timist hopes so.
Ulcers and Influence Hash SlingThe Cincinnati News Record
ers." —But I The long Commons
Definitions—
lines, my source 'of inspiration,
A diplomat is a person who can
done disappeared.
tell a lie as though he were telling
A New Feature
the truth and tell the truth as
Something new has been added.
though he were telling a lie.
A philanthropist is a person who It's a new section of the Commons
gives back the money to the people cafeteria, and the mileage of those
lines of days of yore has been
that he took it from.
A Texan is a person who would slashed.
rather be murdered in any other
Secondly, one now receives the
state than admit he was bruised in milk, salad, bread, slumgullion—
Texas.
oops, the main dish—before the
Our Greenwich Village operative dessert.
reports that a Mexican restaurant
Conflicting lines may still twist
there is displaying a sign with the and turn and weave through the
letters LS/MFT in bold type, with Commons, but at least the lines
the explanation in smaller type are Bhorter. Food may be placed
balow it. "Lolita's Means Fine daintily and slowly on each tray
Tabasco."
instead of thrown hap-hazardly a
Tide la army.
But, nevertheless, the
Industrious Students: I haven't total waiting time spent by the
been sleeping good nights. How average Commons customer is no
do you sleep?
longer a threat to perfect class
Roommate: I sleep good nights attendance.
and I sleep pretty good mornings,
History Changed
but afternoons I just seem to
When the new east end of the
twist and turn.
Central Michigan Life ex-army mesB hall swung into
Lord Higglebotham was driving action Saturday, Bee Gee was rethrough the Adirondacks, and lieved of some of history's longest,
suddenly noticed a sign at the top slowest lines. They have inspired
of a steep grade that read, "Drive a lot of gripes and knitting, and no
slowly. This means you!" "Won- one will shed tears over their disderful country," mused the lord. appearance.
Lest we get drippingly senti"How on earth did they know I
was over here?"
mental, we had best close this
Anything For A Laugh eulogy to the Commons lines. 'So
Making love to a cold woman is Long, My Bowling Green Mess
like playing a violin with an axe. (line)."

2>i4e (?o*Ueque*tced
QUEENS AND KINGS:
Pinning but not the scoop of the weekWayne Bloker and Joey Bowman -tough break
on the arm . . . this week the crop is getting
scarcer and tougher . . . talent unseen and unsung—Phil Miles of the backstage Miles also
strums the uke and accompanies same . . .
Miami Universitylte Jean Lucas pinned by
"Bugs" Fry ... at the dance Saturday nite—Ed
Gensler stationed at the fish pond decoration to
keep guests from hitting fish on the head with
pennies—and also to get coffee money for the
fund . . . Lois Miller, star and joy of the Sophomore class received a pin from Bob Karmen
. . . c'mon gals, we can't wait until spring . . .
not so new pinning department—Marilyn Miller to Jock Baer,
Toledoite and ex-University of Illinois . . .
CHECK:
Tis done beneath the mistletoe;
"Tie done beneath the rose;
But the proper place to Idas, you know,
la lust beneath the nose.
FOUR STARS AND A HUZZA:
To the Kappa Slgs—congratulations—fine dance . . . and to
Kappa Tau—fine bell. .. this week's award of the bucket o' suds
and the carton of tobacco flowers goes to Bob Berry, ATO and
Kampus Kats sax man who gave up the chance to make a bit
Saturday nite and went lo Lima to donate blood . . . good cause
department—band-fraternity selling Alma Mater at the games,
the money to go to a scholarship fund for future music students
entering the school . . .
DIKE'S DESIRE:
New queen over all—"Sunny" Burt, promanading down
the main drag of the town accompanied by a friend—to be more
explicit—Gord Mosher . . . starting at the top and working
down—black hat with coke feathers—black fish tail back suitgold trim Ascot tie and black shoes . . . just like Easter . . .
DIKE'S IRE:
Ashes in the coffee—placed there by the unprecedented
buying of flowers for the last few weeks—corsages are nice
but ouch, it hurts . . . suggestion—just a few dances a year at
which they are necessary and then only at the first of the month
. . . soon to be inaugurated, we hope—a new Alma Mater, with
donations heard and voted on by the student body . . . credit
or discredit goes to Dick Price for suggestion of new sub-head ...
CHECK:
A cut* little blonde from St. Paul
Wore a newspaper dress to a ball.
The dress caught fire;
It burned her entire—
Sporta section, editorials and all.
MORE QUEENS AND KINGS:
But not many more . . . Rhea Josselyn got the blink blink
from Ben (Rocky River) Reece . . . latest scoop—ex-Bee Gee,
now Findlay College coed Marilyn Tinder pinned by Bob Horvath ... Ronnie Smith pinned Cissy Rothenberger .. . settled out
of court for the 15 thousand . . . one more home game to go—
don't forget the band frat... sparkler for fane Heinbuch from Jim
Holmes . . . Ex-Bee Geeite C47) Norma Bachman pinned to DKE
from Colgate ...
PASS:
'Til see you," said oar hero as he laid down four aces in a
game of atrip poker.
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SYMPOSIUM

ft rtiitititifiidiifiA
by "Sootie" Bloemlcer
Want to go into a business of
your own? Organize a date bureau on eampus and watch the customers flock to it. Here's your
proof.
"No easy way to get acquainted," was the unanamous complaint
of the students this week when we
went out to feet the scoop on what
was the matter with the social activities on campus.
"Start a date
bureau," said
Cliff Leider of
Lakewood.
There ought to
be some way
that people can
fret acquainted
on. c a m p u 8
Maybe
mixers
would help, he
suggested, giving the periods
be fore SCF
meetings last
Cliff Leider
year aa an example of the best mixers we have
had so far. The reason they were
so good was that there was a complete breakdown of all formality.
Students came out of their little
cliques and mixed with everyone.
Another way to get more people to
stay on campus week ends is to put
out more and better advertising
for the week-end social affairs,
says this wise sophomore. Then
wher. the student starts eyeing his
trusty little suitcase with the backto-home-I-go gleam in his eye.
he'll feel he can't afford to miss
the big eventa on campus.
"The fellows
just stand
around," complains L i b b y
Earnest, refering to the timid
lut- of masculinity that hold
up the walls at
the week-end
dances.
"Why
not have something more to
get the students
a c q u a inted,"
Libby Earnest
the Toledo
sophomore asks, putting in her bid
for some type of mixer also.
"Oh, those
free movies,
shuddered Lee
Sutter, when
we quizzed the
boy about campus recreation.
The dances are
well planned
with good deco'
rations, the musical programs
arc improving
every day, and
the variety of
La* Satter
activities are
O.K., he checked off.
"But oh
those movies," and the sophomore
from Toledo was back on his favorite annoyance. "Most of the
trailer camp occupants and a lot
of. other people living on $90 a
month depend on those movies for
their regular Friday night entertainment. "Yet the screen and the
sound equipment are lousy," he
moaned. "The choice of films is
good," Lee admitted, "but, oh so
old, so old."
"Let's have
more name
bands on campus," suggested
Carol Adam
senior from
Delphos.
"After all, the music is the main
attraction,
Io
why not get
more and better examples of
it? Formal
dances are too
Carol Adam
informal," she
pointed out. "At least two dances
a semester should be strictly tux
. . . and bar the stags. Fellows
would get dates then," Carol
claimed.
"This way they just
don't try."
"Sui t c
college, " goes
the cry again.
Bill Everingham„ freshman
from Maumee,
is another one
who thinks this
could be avoided by making it
possible to meet
more people. A
Student Union
building might
Bill Evering-ham help he said, by
providing some
sort of social gathering on Sundays with scheduled card games.
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Campus Loaders
by To

Millar

MOVIES

red entertainment
by Jim Limbacher
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Lewis' "Kingsblood Royal"
Marks Epoch In Literature

by A. L. McCl.in
THIS HAPPY BREED, a Two
Cities Film starring Celia JohnSinclair Lewis has written a new book.
ion.
Written and produced by
Briefly, "Kingsblood Royal" is the story of a young MidNoel Coward. Made in England.
westerner who discovers he is one-thirty-second negro.
by Judy Christy
Technicolor.
Possibly, this novel marks an epoch in literature—an
Noel Coward, noted for betterNECTAR FOR THE GODS.
than-average film fare, such as acceptance by one of the outstanding literary figures of this
More news from the Wine Cellar
In Which We Serve," "The country of a vicissitude in writing purpose and style. Mr.
Scoundrel," and others, now brings
Lewis' "Babbitt" won the Nobel via the Alpha Gamma Delta's coketo the screen another story about
prize in 1922 for its literary value. tail party last Sunday. It was the
ordinary people, how they live,
George Babbitt was a stodgy, un- first inter-fraternity party this
their loves, their sorrows.
interesting character whose only year. Five members of each fra"This Happy Breed," viewed in
salience lay in his realism. At ternity attended the function.
Columbus two weeks ago by your
reviewer, is an absorbing drama,
the time of publication realism Mary Green was the general
by J«n« Carlton
free from overaentimentality and
waa very much in demand and it chairman. Chairmen of the other
"foreigness" usually found in the
was literature's theme, "Art for committees were: Dee Bohn, food;
Coward pictures. It is a picture of
art's sake."
Pat Evans, entertainment; Mary
great merit and little or no fault.
As a whole, the reader of today Brechmacker, equipment, and JanThe star, Celia Johnson, who
isn't interested in literary value,
ice Miller, invitations.
was nominated last year for an
he desires only to be entertained,
American Academy Award for her
OATHS AND VOWS. Formal
and "Vanity Fair" would undoubtperformance in another Coward
edly bore him.
His characters initiation for the fall pledge class
picture, "Brief Encounter," is •
must talk and behave anomalously of S.A.E. was yesterday.
The
rather homely thirtyish woman
to hold his interest nnd the title
following group of pledges was
whose very lack of good looks
Jane Carlton
must be appealing, eg. "The Left
makes her very striking. Her perHand is the Dreamer." Perhajis taken in: Darrell Clay, Eugene
As we walk around campus, all formance, sincere and credible,
Mr. Lewis has recognized and ac- Dudley, Tom Galvin, Irvin Johntypes of students can be seen. almost makes the picture. Withcepted this trend in writing.
One who we always see with a out her, it would lose most of its
son, Glen Marshill, John Pennisi,
smile and a cheery "hi" for every- punch and subtle humor.
However, like his contemporary James Provost, Robert Puchalla,
one is Jane Carlton.
colleagues with their social prob- James Reynolds, Philip Rudolph,
The rest of the cast will problem, the author has presented a
Jane is an original girl with a ably be unknown to the average
question and a challenge, but the Ivan Swain, Dwight Teater, Donald
personality plus. She is unique in moviegoer, but still they all turn
reader is not to be duped into Twiss, Armour Winslow, and John
the sense of having a serious and in magnificnt jobs.
believing that he will obtain an Wisner.
a fun-loving side, both of which
The story traces a British family
RULING THE ROOST. Mary
answer from "Kingsblood Royal."
are outstanding in her personality. from the first World War up to
Actually,
Neil
Kingsblood's Lyons has been elected as social
Authentic costumes and
As we take a quick glHnce at the 1940.
problem is grossly exaggerated. chairman for all social events for
fun-loving side of her life, we see settings aid immensely in making
In a country where one is likely Theta Phi sorority.
that she loves to sit down behind the movie more credible.
to be part Irish, Scotch, German,
For a movie well-written, wella steak (don't we all?) smothered
TRADITION. Theta Phi sororiFrench, Italian and'a great many ty celebrated its second year on
with onions and have pumpkin pie acted, and excitingly done in
other
bloods,
who
can
announce
Technicolor,
I
can
recommend
it
for desert.
After eating until
campus at a Founders Day Banhimself as one race or color?
no more can be devoured, she en- without reservation.
quet Monday at the home of Mrs.
Milt
Caroline
Nielsen
joys listening to that dreamyIt will be well to remember Lowry B. Kiirnes. The traditional
music of Tex Bencke. In a more
A leader in her field is Miss Sinclair Lewis as the author of bracelet which is presented each
MUSIC
ambitious moment, she enjoys a
Caroline Nielsen, head of the "Main Street" and "Arrowsmith," year was awarded to Joan Van Tilfast game of tennis, swimming, or
foreign language department, who literary masterpieces, and his burg as outstanding member of
dancing.
has had a rich background of tra- "Kingsblood Royal," the hurried the sorority.
by Gil FOB
work of a tired old man seeking to
vel and education.
On the serious side, Jane enjoys
OATHS AND VOWS.
Mary
people to a great extent.
She
Born of Scandinavian parents, entertain.
Martha Buchanan was initiated
finds great pleasure in lending
Nov. 10 will see the opening of she had her early schooling in
into Alpha Xi Delta last Tuesday
singing, helping people, working the Metropolitan Opera's most Omaha,
Nebraska
where
her is president of the PEO, inter- night. Helen Wicc, senior, waa
with fellow students, and giving liberal season in years. The Met's father was editor of the "Pioneer," national social and philanthropic initiated into Sigma Rho Tau sotalks to ditTerent groups. When policy of doing the "oldies" nnd a Scandinavian newspaper.
group which lends money to rority last Wednesday,
she isn't doing this, she likes to forgoing the moderns is gradually
She received her degrees from worthy students for their college
WOMAN WHO CAME TO DINlisten to Fred Waring'! sweet being abandoned. With the prop- University of Nebraska, Univer- expenses. Also past president of
music and the more classical selec- er pressure on the proper nerve sity of Chicago, and the Univer- the Women's Club; officer of the NER. Miss Helen Henderson, adtions of the First Piano Quartet. centers, this world-renowned opera sity of Munich.
Classical Conference of Ohio and visor for the group, was enterBefore organizing the foreign the Modern Language Association; tained ut dinner by Alpha Xi DelHer main dislike is insincerity. group may yet ndmit the presence
language department at Bowling member of the Shukespenre club; ta sorority last Monday.
She believes that this is one thing of musicians that arc still alive.
SPRINKLES FROM HEAVEN.
Definitely scheduled in this Green, Miss Nielsen taught Latin and advisor to both the Alpha Phi
that the world can do without.
Since Jane hit B. G. campus season is "Peter Grimes," modern and German and coached basket- social sorority and Signiu Pi Rho, Lee Shepherd, song director, led
three years ago, with her Ambition opera by the Englishman, Benja- ball in a high school in Kearney, Latin honorary. She is a member 29 Phi Mus from fraternity housSvet Svanholm, Nebraska, and later joined the of Phi Beta Kappa, national es, to Kohl Hall through a downof being a journalist, she has been min Britten.
pour which drowned nil thoughts
active in a series of different or- Swedish tenor, who made his faculty of Joliet Junior College scholarship honorary.
Her home is located at 126 of using candles. They valiantly
ganizations, viz., the Press club, successful entrance last year in near Chicago, 111.
Iter interest in travel has led South College drive.
trudged onward singing.
the Student Senate, and several both German and Italian reperoffices including the president of toire, will sing the lead in English. her to many parts of the world,
Musical gossip (unconfirmed as as she has not only covered each
S.C.F.
yet) has it that the Prokoficff state in our country but hus traWhen 1 questioned her about
opera, "War and Peace," may also veled in Mexico and has gone
improvements at B. G., she gave be done.
Production and trans- abroad three times. Familiar with
me some excellent suggestions. lation problems have the Metro- the customs and language of the
Her first suggestion was to have a politan staff in a dither—but the peoples of England, France, Spain,
ANNOUNCES HIS RETURN FROM ARMY SERVICE
chapel put on campus. (ADMIN- grapevine says that general mana- Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and
AND THE RELOCATION OF HIS OFFICE IN BOWISTRATIVE STAFF: PLEASE
ger Edward Johnson is all for Scandinavia, she enjoys sharing
LING GREEN, FOR THE PRACTICE OF GENERAL
TAKE NOTICE.)
At the same it . . . perhaps some day the her traveling experiences with her
DENTISTRY.
time, her next request involves Metropolitan Opera House might many language students.
another building; a place for any even do a full sized American
Collecting foreign curios is an
group on campus to hold their opera—but the roof will undoubt- outgrowth of her interest in traOpening Nov. 1
meetings which could double for a edly cave in.
vel and she has many unusual
place for week-end visitors to
Telephone 6622
322 North Main Street
The Toledo Art Muuua'i Sun- pieces of art, china, and candlestay.
day (4 p.m.) presentations of sticks, as well as pictures of each
We then went on to the subject American music are audible proof country she visited.
of school spirit, professors, and that the day of an apologetic atAside from teaching, Miss Nielschool activities.
titude toward our own composers sen enjoys reading and cooking
With a look of disgust, Jane said is over.
and
her favorite dish was that of
Americans today are
that school spirit just "ISN'T." writing music that is the equal of her Scandinavian parents, good
She explained that the campus anything being written elsewhere. ole' Smorgasbord!
action group of S.C.F. has been We can stop worrying about the
A leader in both national and
For Men and Women's Sportswear
trying to stimulate this.
They future of American music.
local organizations, Miss Nielsen
have printed copies of the cheers
and made megaphones and have
distributed them at the games.
Jane feels that the school activities are well rounded and arc constantly improving. It is her belief
that the faculty is encouraging
this as much as anyone.

Personality
Portraits

strictly longhair

Dr. J. S. Greenfield

THE LION STORE

ISALY'S
are now
serving
special
dinners for
college students
5-7 p. m.

"I'll read the) last line first—
it says Dentjme Chewing Gum."
"My eyesight saay be weak, but I c»n always
see Dantrne. It stands right oat for flavor.1
/Yet, air, Dentyne Chewing Gum's in a class
by itself for refreshing, long-lastinf flavor..
[And it aura balpa keep teeth white, tool"
Dentyne Cam—Made Only by Adasaa

100% Wool Slip-on Sweaters ... a companion
for skirts—heavy knit brown, green, blue.
Sizes 32-40

$2.29 *
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Movies, Dances, Recital One-Act Tryouts
On Week-end Schedule Held Tonight
Another busy week end is scheduled.
A disc dance,
movie, and recital are on the bill for Friday evening. Highlighting Saturday evening will be an informal dance, and
another movie.
West hall will sponsor the disc dance which will be held
in the Woman's building from 9 to 12 p.m. Friday. Hadley
Yatea, assistant professor of mu- 8"
sic, will present a recital in the
Main auditorium at 8:15 p.m. on
the same evening;. .
"Keys of the Kingdom," starring Gregory Peck, will be shown
in the Practical Arts auditorium
at 7 and '■' p.m.
The Social committee will have
the Kampus Kats play for their
informal dance. Another movie,
"Dead of Night," is tentatively
scheduled for Saturday. It will
be held in the Practical Art*
auditorium. Two movies will be
shown every week if possible.

Two Movies Shown
Each Week End
Two movies will be shown almost every week for the rest of
the year, according to Pete Sherry,
student assistant for the - ociul
committee.
The demand for two movies has
been steadily rising with increased
enrollment. The regular Friday
movies will continue and Saturday
movies will begin Saturday evening. Showings of both movies
will be in the Practical Arts auditorium at both 7 and it p.m.
Saturday movies will include
musicals, mysteries, documentary
lllms, and westerns. Some of the
titles which will be shown soon
are Frances Lnngford in "Career
Girl," "The Missing Corpse," Bob
Crosby in "The Singing Sheriff,"
"Shake Hands with Murder,"
Dennis O'Kccfe in "Good Morning,
Judge" and the suspense picture,
"Dead of Night."

Concert Features
Brahms And Dukas
Friday night's record concert
at 7 p.m. in Studio B of the Practical Arts building will feature
selection from Brahms and Dukes.
Brahms' Symphony No. 2 in D
Major will be played by the Philadelphia orchestra with Urmandy
conducting.
The Sorcerer'i Apprentice by
Dukas will be played by The
Philadelphia orchestra conducted
by Stokowski.

Students May Use
Music Libe Records
Records of Igor Gorin, who will
sing here in the near future, are
now available to students according to Prof. M. C. McKwen of the
music department.
If students will call at the music
office on the second floor of the
Practical arts building anytime
during tho day, tliey may have the
records for overnight use.

Music Majors Give
Varied Recital
A recital given by several music
majors was presented in the Practical Arts auditorium Thursday afternoon.
Mary Vincent opened the program with a piano solo, Nocturne
by Kcspighi. Helen Burdo sang
Carmtnia by Wilson. Freshman
Robert lams ployed Lotus Land by
Scott on the-piano.
Another piano solo was given by
Patricia Wigle playing Legend of
tks Old Moorish Castle by Chavarei. Ralph Schriempf sang ifandolero by Stewart. The program
concluded with Mozart's Hondo in
A by Shirley Wendt

Tryouts for the one-act play,
"Spreading the News," will be
held at 7 tonight in the Practical
Arts Auditorium. Directed by
Harold B. Obee, instructor in
speech, the tryouts are open to
everyone.
Another one-act play, "Church
Street", written by Lennox Robinson and directed by Larry Kuhl,
held tryouts last night. The two
plays will be presented on the
same bill Dec. 19 and 20 in the
Administration
building
auditorium.
New students interested in
Workshop Players who have not
tried out for entrance may report
at tryouts.

Club News
Elementary education students
are urged to attend a meeting of
the Association of Childhood Education tonight ut 7 in 314 University school.
The Chcm Journal club will meet
tonight at 7 in 400 Science building. A movie will be shown on
rayon, und Mury Jo Boehn, will
review "The Torch and the Crucible," a biography of "Antoinc
Luvoiser."

Hadley Y.to

Yates Presents
Piano Recital

Comte club meeting tonight at
7 in 301 Administration building
will have as a speuker Mrs. Josephine H. Kyles from tho Washington, D. c. Federation of Churches.
Mrs. Hyles, one of the "Christian Living Emphasis Week's"
speakers, will talk on "Current
Trends in Race Relations."

Mr. II ad ley Yates, assistant professor of music, will present the
fourth in a series of faculty recitals in the auditorium of the Administration building Friday eveInternational Relations club will
ning ut 8:15.
Mr. Yates' piuno recital will hold a meeting tonight at 7 in 100
Practical
Arts building.
»
also mark the appearance of the
faculty quartet, made up entirely
of members of the fuculty of the
Lutheran students will hear Dr.
music department. The quartet is Walter 11. Zaugg of the university
Composed Of Mrs. Kmily Derrcr, speak Sunday evening, Nov. II, on
cello; Gerald McLachlan, violin; the subject "A Christian Goes to
William Alexander, riolln; and College."
M. C. McEwcn, viola.
A dinner will be served at cost
The first part of the program price at (1:00 and a social hour
will include SonaUi in F Minor by will follow the speech. .
Scarlatti and Chromatic Fantasy
and Fugue by Bach.
Mr. L. F. Ncwmyer, Toledo
The second portion of the propublicity
director,
will
gram will be lluyden's Quartet in Blade
(,' JKinor, Opus 74, No. 3 to be speak at the Press Club meeting in
Studio B, of tho Practical Arts
played by the fuculty quartet.
Part three will include llathers building, Thursday, Nov. 6, at
in tlw Sun by De Severac; and 7:00 p.m.
All Journalism students are infour preludes from Book I by Debussy. The preludes ure: llelphie vited to attend, and invitations
Dunce rs. Hills of Anacapri, Sound*\ have been sent to professional
mid Perfumes Mingle in the Kee- journalists, in this area.
ning Air, and What the West Wind
Saw.
Usherette Club will meet toPart four of the program will be morrow at ti:30 p.m. in 103. Newthe highlight and the most diffi- ly elected officers of the club arc
cult of the evening when Mr. Yates secretary, Violet Schneider, treaplays Symphonic Etiuics by Schu- surer, Leo Cooper.
mann.

HOUSE

Swing Bowl

OF

10B9 N. Main, Bowling Green

FLOWERS
CORSAGES

Plate Lunch
Sandwiches
Fountain
Meet Your Friends Here

Sherry Announces
Social Calendar

Committee Requests
Game Night Ideas
Student reactions to game night
and suggestions for other student
activities are being requested by
the
Social
committee.
Ideas
should be turned in to Pete Sherry,
student social chairman, at Dean
Wilder's office.
One Idea being discussed by the
Social committee is an inter-fraternity and sorority vnriety Night.
An award, probably a cup, would
be given. This would further the
committees plan of having more
student participation in social
events.
An estimated 250 students attended
the
first
Tournament
Game Night. Prizes were ottered
for games as well as five door
prizes. Cider and doughnuts were
served for refreshments.
Miss Mhyra Missis of the sociology department was in charge.
She was assisted by Patricia Gary,
Patricia Hoffman, Arthur Oycr,
Betty Troxel, and members of the
Freshman Sub-committee.

Biology Club Elects
Bill Mote President
Hill Mote was chosen president
of the Biology club nt its meeting
last Wednesday night. The other
officers who were chosen are: Tom
Weaver, vice president; Oiplia
Holinnn, secretary; Heulah Royal,
treasurer.

Stork Club
Mr. Dave Okuda, instructor of
sociology, is proud to announce a
new addition to his family. A son,
Michael David was born recently
in Chicago. Mr. Okada's family
will join him in Bowling Green
at Thanksgiving.

Corner Barber
Shop
Under new
management
4 barbers to
serve

Band Honorary
Being Petitioned
Fifteen members of the 62 piece
university band are members of
a local band fraternity which
is petitioning Kappa Kappa Psi,
national band recognition society.
Mr. Arthur Zuelzke, band director
and advisor, is a member of the
national group.
To become a member of the
fraternity, the candidate must pass
a test proving ability to play at
least one instrument and must
prove sufficient muscianship.
Bill Ncff was installed president
of the local group in a recent
meeting. Bill Burt vice president;
Frank
Zurlo,
treasurer,
and
Printy Arthur, guard, were other
officers elected.
Other members of the fraternity
are Bob Boroughf, Dick Chadwick, William Champion, Bob
Hoskinson, Ed Knepper, Jack
Kocher, Harlan Lahtoma, Ned
Prucha, Monroe Rappaport, Bob
Schneider, and Glenn Walker.

Any Phi Kaps Here?
Robert Triplett would like to
see all Bowling Green students who
arc members of national Phi Kappa Tau, social fraternity, somtime
this week. His address is Trailer
II, Ridge Terrace.

Pete Sherry, student social committee chairman, announces the
All-Campus Social Calendar for
November. It will be:
7 Movie, "Keys of the Kingdom"—7 and 9, P. A. auditorium
7 Faculty Recital, Mr.
Yates—Main auditorium
2-8 RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS
WEEK
8 Orchestra Dance, Social
Committee — Woman's
building
8 Movie, "Dead of Night"—
7 and 9, P. A. auditorium
11 Lecture, Quincy Wright—■
11 a.m., Main auditorium
1-1 Movie, "Rose of Washington Square"—7 and 9 P. A.
auditorium
14 Alpha Phi Disc Dance—
Woman's building
15 Phi Mu Orchestra Dance—
Woman's building
15 Movie, "Gladiator"—7 and
9, P. A. auditorium
15 Football. Iowa State Teacher's college
17 .Speech Contest — 7 p.m.,
Gate Theater
19 Igor Gorin, Baritone—8:15
Men's gym
19-22 Play, "The Plow and
The Stars"—Main auditorium
21 Movie, "Alexander Graham Hell"—7 and 9 P. A.
auditorium
21 Square Dance — Woman's
building
22 Disc Dance, St>cial Committee—Woman's building
22 Game Night, Cards, etc.—
P. A. auditorium
25 Orchestra Concert — 8:15,
Main auditorium
26 Thanksgiving Recess begins
at 12 noon

FRESH, CRISPY
CHIPS
Perfect for
Every Meal

TUSSY . . .
RICH CREAM
$1.75 jar for $1.00
(limited time only)

Rogers Bros.
Drug Store

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato
Chips

COCA-COLA COOLERS
MAKE IT SO EASY TO
PAUSE AND REFRESH

Corner of Wooster and
Main

FLOWER GIFTS
We Deliver
PHONE 5734
331 North Main

TUXEDOES FOR HIRE
Service Complete

RUSSELLS'
Clothing and Cleaning

PLEASE return
smpty botfltj promptly

%

405 Broadway
Toledo

MAin 0380

•OT1UD UNBiS AUIHOSDY Of THi COO-COIA COMPANY SV

"I don't know what he liked about me . . . unless it was my dress the
SANITARY DRY CLEANERS cleaned and pressed. Their service is
so rapid and they're located next to the Lyric Theatre.

COCA-COLA

Bomnra co. or TOLEDO
O 1947. ru

COC-CJ.
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Spxviti Section

by Tommy Foy and Ed Chealock
FROSH GRIDDERS FIGURE IN '48 PLANS
With varsity gridders Bloker, Knierim,
Walker, Inman, Franks, Barnes. Rideout, Bellard, Hersland, and Baxter all slated to depart
via the graduation route, Coach Bob Whittaker
is closely following the doings of his Freshman
team, from whose ranks he will be seeking suitable replacements. Out of the original 160
candidates who reported, Coach Fred Marsh
has selected a 52 man squad with a lineup
that reads like a who's who of outstanding
high school players. On the roster are 3 members of the mythical all-state team, 6 who garnered "all-League" honors and 4 members
of all-city" aggregations. In addition, four of
Tommy Foy
the Freshman footballers were captains of their
High School squads.
BACKFIELD MATERIAL PLENTIFUL
The most impressively filled position on the team is the
quarterback slot, where Marion Rossi, the former Akron Garlield
passing whiz, and Niel Pohlman, who directed Defiance High to
the Northwestern Ohio League championship last fall, are available. Rossi's short (5'8") stature is somewhat of a drawback on
pass defense but offensively, his accurate flipping and ability as
a faker make him an ideal "t" man who is likely to share the
signal calling chores with Russ Maples next fall.
Halfbacks Include Bill Sharpe, a first team "All-Ohio"
speedster from Lima Central; Ted Brown, a Clyde Hi product;
and Wilbur Brown, a former Kenton scatback.
At the fullback post, Doug Shaffer, a former "All-Ohio"
center from Lima Central has been showing plenty but a recurring shoulder iniury has handicapped him much of the season.
Hal Dunham, brother of Vern and Don, a 189 plunger from Barberten is also a strong contender for this spot.
BIG RUGGED LINES
The line, always a standout feature on any
Falcon team, is quite formidable, especially at
the pivot post where Dick Hudson, Bill Miller,
lack Wilson, and Don Swigard are currently
holding forth. Miller, from Port Clinton, was
named "all-County" center during his Junior
and Senior years. Marsh, in talking about him,
said, "He'll do all right, he likes to play."
The tackle slots are handled by Don Mansfield (215), Bob Cappello (210), and Bob Buchenberger and Ernie Bohland, a pair of 180-poundEd Che.lock
ers. Over at guards Marsh has Frank Valli,
Fred Waugh, and Don Titus; the last two named
from Bowling Green High.
Flankers on the team include Eli Joyce,
twice "all-City" at Akron South, Bill Bishop, and Howie Tosnow,
all six footers.
TO MEET DAYTON
Thus far the squad's only activity has boon confined to running opposition plays against the varsity but they undergo their
initial test tomorrow when they tangle with the Dayton Frosh
at Dayton. On Nov. 13, they repeat against Dayton heie at the
University.

Sigma Chi's Increase Their
Lead In Bowling League
Robert Leiman
Heads Falcon
Wrestling Squad
by Herb Clark*
Coached by able Rob Lt'imnn,
lire (See wrestler* will fuce collegiate competition again this winter
after a six-year wartime layoff.
Coach I.eiman, a graduate of
Kent State university, is a veteran
grappler. Hefore the war he was
a member of the varsity wrestling
squad at Kent. Last year he won
division honors at the annual interstate meet in Cleveland.
While on the mat squad at Kent,
I.eiman lost only one meet. His
most outstanding achievement was
his first place rating in the National Junior AAU meet last
year.
If he finds that he is eligible,
Mr. Leiman intends to try out for
the United States Olympic team
which will compete in the international contests in England next
year.
When discussing the prospects
of this year's wrestling team Mr.
I.eiman said, "The main drawback
of the present team is inexperience. Success will be due to a lot
of hard work. We're still on the
lookout for men who are interested in competitive wrestling and
who have any experience."
Among the twenty-tive men now
out for the team arc Jack Wilhelm,
a letlerman of the Ml squad, Ray
Flnrinn, and Carmel Ilonito. At
the end of the football season this
month, Jack Woodland, Hruce Bellard, and Jack Lewis will join the
mat workouts.
Although plans for meets are incomplete, Coach Leiman reports
that probable competition will include Western Heserve, Ohio university, Findlay, Michigan State
.IV's, Kent State, Waynesburg,
Kdinboro (I'a.) State Teachers,
and Toledo "Y".
A practice meet between the
varsity and the freshmen wrestlers
has been scheduled for l>ec. U.

Bloker Is Out
Co-Captain Wayne Bloker suffered a fractured right arm in the
Kindlay triune last Saturday, and
will be lost from the squad for
the remainder of the season.

Sigma Chi stretched their league
lead four points Friday night
when they garnered four points
from the ATO's by a forfiet. The
Sigma Nu's climbed into second
place by virtue of their three
game margin over Kappa Tau who
held second place last week. SAE
and Phi Delta remained in a tie for
third place, the former taking
three games from Chi Theta and
the Phi Delt's taking three from
Pi KA.
For the remaineder of this
round, teams scheduled to bowl
the ATO's will be automatically
given four points and will not be
required to bowl that night.
High games for the evening
were bowled by Jack Tinsley,
Kappa Tau 212, Bob Korn, Sigmu
Nu 200, and Ross Shaweker SAG
200.
Team Standlnqt
Team
W.
PH.
Sigma Chi
11
1*
Sigma Nu
IT
11
SAE
IS
II
Phi D.lla
II
II
15
II
13
10
Kappa Sigma
II
I
Chi Th«la
4
5
W Theta
4
4
ATO

Sr ™

Awards Planned
For Intramurals
Outstanding Howling Green Intramural athletes arc to be awarded a combination monogram-numeral emblem for the entire year's
sport activity, the athletic departinent announced recently. Eligibility is to be bnaed upon the new
point system introduced by Dave
Mathews, intramural director.
l'oints, for all 1-1 sports listed
on the agenda, will be awarded to
teams in relation to their performance in each tourney. Teams who
do not forfeit a game will be given
additional points.
Medals will be given to all member! of winning squads in every
sport in independent league play,
while fraternity victors receive a
squad trophy for each sport title.
In June, the independent and fraternity organizations at the head
of the point standing are to be
awarded large cups or trophies emblematic of the university athletic
championships.
Rules for intramural play under
this system are posted on the main
bulletin board of the Men's Gym.
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Bowling Green Travels
To St. Bonaventure
by Letter Grub*

After running up the largest winning streak of the season, three straight, the Falcons travel to (Mean, N. Y. to play
a powerful St. Bonaventure eleven this Saturday. St. Bonaventure supports an impressive record of four wins and two
setbacks.
This will be only the second time that Bowling Green

Sp&iU in S/to-tU
by Kathy Arnold
Last Saturday 0 b e r 1 i n
uu ivcrsity
played host to
several colleges
and universities
at their annual
play-day.
Keva Bailey,
Kuth L c n e r t,
Mary DcVore,
Kuth Marshall,
Pris P o w e r 8,
Barbara Walters, Ev Bell,
Kathy Arnold
Dorothea C e
pik, Lillian Rossow, and Rnrb Bottenus represented Howling Green.
Registration, hockey games,
luncheon, a discussion of WAA
programs, and a splash party were
the main events of the day. Ten
tired and weary gals arrived back
in Hee Gee late Saturday night.
TabU Tenni* Club
Table Tennis club meets every
Monday evening at 7 ill the Women's building.
Mrs. Rosnlyn
Newcomer is the new advisor for
tile group.
lntramuralt
iM.I mini weather was against,
intramural playing last week, but
it gave the gals a chance to brush
up on the rules.
Hockey Team Standings
Lam
W. L. IM
Queens In l*am
4
1
Whatcha
Sncki
Hock Brlqad*
Big Bullies
Hocksllss
Brownies
Talcc-nellee
Soccer Team Standings
T.am
W. L. Il.d
Soccsislls
4
0
1
Sock.n
1
I
1
Classle Uiil.i
2
1
1
Kick A Pool
1
3
1
Anon*
. . 0
e
0

Predictions
Bowling Green ovor St. Bonaventure
Texas over Baylor
S.M.U. ovor Toxaa A. 4. M.
Ohio State ovor Northwestern
Michigan over Indiana
Noire Dame over Army
California over Washington
Mtnnosotu over Purduo
Duke over Missouri
Penii ovt'i Vucjinia
Illinois over W. Michigan
S. California over Stanford
Columbia ovei Dartmouth
pHiin Stale ovor Tein.'lo
Kansas over Nebraska

has played the Brown Indians
from Olean. Last year they defeated the Falcons 13-9, with all
the scoring taking place in the
first half. St. Bonaventure took
the opening kick off and proceeded
to march to a touchdown in 11
plays.
Indiana Undefeated At Hone
St. Bonaventure has defeated
St. Vincent, Kings Point, St. Louis
university, and Niagara this season. Over on the red sido of the
ledger, they have lost to the University of Cincinnati and Canisius
but are undefeated at home.
The Brown Indiana are coached
by the very capable Hugh Devore,
former Notre Dame leader. Devore was cq-captain of the Notre
Dame eleven in 1934; during that
time he wu voted an All-American
pott. He reutrned to Notre Dame
1943 in the role of coach and
finally took over the reins as head
coach in 1945. Lait year Devore
accepted a position as coach of
St. Bonaventure.
Colella Little Ail-American
Philys Colella at half back is
probably the standout performer
for the Brown Indians. He made
the little All-Amcrican team last
year and starred in the NorthSouth game at Montgomery, Ala.
Colella is one of the fastest starters and runners in collegiate
ranks. The quarterback position
is niuned by Davo Curtin and
Chris Scature, two passing aces.
They toss most of their passes to
Frank Lo Vuolo, end, and halfback
Colella. Starting at fullback will
be fast and rugged Hugo MarcoIini. His understudy, Bobby Kay,
former All-Stater at Elizabeth,
N. J., has seen considerable action,
scoring two touchdowns in the
University of Cincinnati game.
This will be an exceptionally
tough game for the Falcons but
after winning three straight and
running up 20 points against Findlay, an undefeated eleven, anything can happen.

IN Playoff's
Rained Out
Rain has caused cancellation of
the Fraternity League football
playoffs for a second time. A date
for the playing of these games will
be set later, Intramural Director
Dave Mathews has announced.
Sigma Nu will open the 1st playoffs against Phi Delta.
Sigma
Alpha Epsilon drew a bye.
In the 2nd place playoffi, Pi
Kappa Alpha meets Alpha Tau
Omega, while Sigma Chi tangles
with Pi Theta. In this division
Kappa Tau drew the bye.
The Kappa Sigs will play Chi
Theta for the 3rd place title.

"DUAL CONTROL"
wonder of this
electronic
era
RAYette
Lectronic Wave
Now

your

loveliest

permanent ever softer curls .. hair condition unsurpassed.

Kay Ann Beauty
Shop
124 West Wooster Street

jple m stoking CNfflSlk* Mr before!.

PHONE 4461
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Dance Specialist Modern Version
Joins P. E. Dept. Seems Suitable

Falcons Tumble Findlay
From Undefeated Ranks

"Football, wherein is nothing
but beastly fury and extreme violence, whereof procedeth hurt, and
consequently rancor and malice do
remain with them that be wounded; thereof it is to be put into perpetual silence."
This literally treatise was written by Sir Thomas Elyot in 1631
before the science of the game had
fully developed.
Today, Sir Thomas might write,
"Football, wherein brings into
play the graceful beauty of a halfback extending to the beastly
opponent, his biceps, and then
abruptly removing it from his
grasp, thereby eluding the poor
fellow and causing him the utmost
chagrin.
Whereof, a gentleman
tnketh the spheroid and with a
mighty heave, hurls it through
the autumn air as if it were a bird
on the wing, to a kinsman down
yonder green path who leaps
gracefully into the air and plucks
it from its flight, and proccedeth
onward to the magic land of the
goal; and consequently the victors
do shout and laugh and the defeated are stout-hearted fellows who
pledge to revenge their vanquished
name, one year hence.

by John Schwaller

Bowling Green's football team will be at St. Bonaventure
this Saturday attempting to preserve a favorable edge in the
victory column gained last week by a decisive 26-9 victory
over the previously unbeaten Findlay Oilers. It was the
fourth triumph for the locals, who have sufferd three defeats;
all on foreign soil.
Falcons Dominate Play
The Falcons dominated play
throughout most of the game and
ran almost twice a* many plays
as the visitors while piling-up 336
yards to the Oiler's 110. Findlay
was outscored in first-downs, 13
la 7.
Findlay discovered eurly that it
would have a bitter struggle preserving its undefeated record as
Bowling Green pushed three
touchdowns across in the first
stanza for the most fruitful single
quarter enjoyed by the locals this
season. Bob Del'etro made good
on two of the conversions and the
score read, 20-0.
Punt Blocked
In Ike second period Findlay's
halfback, Bob Wortman punted
66 yards with a stiff breeze and
put the Falcons down on their own
three-yard line. Quarterback Russ
Maples' attempt to punt out of the
end-zone was blocked and the Oilers had two points. Their final
■ even points came when fullback
Ed Sustersic culminated a 46 yard
drive with a plunge into the endaone from three yards out. Dick
Carter converted and that finished
the Findlay scoring for the afternoon at nine points.
The third quarter, although exciting was merely an exchange Of
punts with tlir Falcons enjoying
the advantage of playing in Findlay territory most of the time.
Bowling Green lost the ball on
downs on the visitors one-yard line
and the Oilers were forced to punt
out of their end-zone.
In the final period, Tom Indian's
latent running ability really came
forth and the Falcon halfback
sparked a sensational 65 yard
drive with three runs of 15 yards
each.
The last was a sprint
around his left-end into pay-dirt.
This time DcPctro's kick wns
blocked and the game ended shortly after.
Falcon Offense Clicks
Although Coach Bob Whittaker's offense definitely showed that
It meant business, the first touchdown was scored on more or less
of a break. Left end Vernon Dunham kicked off to the visitor's
eight-yard lina and Wortman returned 12 yards to the twenty
After three running plays failed
to gain, Wortman got off a poor
19 yard punt and the Falcons took
possession of the ball 36 yards out
from pay-dirt. Backs, Max Minnich, Jack Fritas, and Jack Woodland picked up three quick first
downs and Inman skirted left-end
for seven yards and the first touchdown.
D e P r t i- o ' s kick was
blocked.
The Falcons then threatened
twice in quick succession, but were
thwarted each time. Quarterback
Ennis Walker threw a long pass
across the mid-field into the
clutches of end, Bob Schnelker,
who made the play good for 21
yards. A 15 yard penalty, however, halted that drive.
After an exchange of punts,
Jack Woodland sparked a drive
which took the Orange and Brown
to the one-yard line only to lose
the ball on downs.
Wortman, again punting from
behind his own goal, got the ball
out only to his own 28. Inman
was thrown for a six-yard loss
from this position and then Walk-

er connected for his second pass
of the afternoon which was good
for 32 yards and a touchdown to
end Dick Franks. DePetro converted.
On the first play after the next
kickoir, Minnich intercepted the
first of three passes he was to return that day, for 20 and the third
Falcon touchdown of the first period. DePetro's kick again split the
uprights. Immediately after, Minnich intercepted another pass and
returned it 10 yards.
In the second half, the hapless
Findlay aggregation tried one pass
and then gave up when Minnich
again showed the Bowling Green
aerial defense was impenetrable
by snatching it and returning it
15 yards
STATISTICS

B.O. Findlay

131
Total nst yards gained
II
First Downs
100
Yards gained rushing
21
Yards lost rushing
177
Net gain rushing
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Net yards gained passing 51

110
T"
70
11
IS
10
4
40

Debate Season
Opened Nov. 1
Bowling Green debaters opened
the season Nov. 1 at Denison University.
The subject was "Resolved:
That a federal world government
should be established."
Members of the 1047-48 Bowling Green debate squad, chosen
by Prof. M. Harold Mikle, include:
Andrew Allen, Elyria; George
Bell, Weston; Barbara Hoycrs,
Akron; Dave Cox, Lima; Louis
Duigneau, Youngstown; Dick Doll,
Portsmouth; Robert Eastman,
Cleveland; William Evans, Findlay; Louis Fernandez, Canton;
Untold Hakes, Belleville; Bob Hill,
Bowling Green; Arthur taucr,
Cleveland Heights; Aris Mallas,
North Baltimore; Joanne Martin,
Koanoke, Vo.; Ida Nini, Cleveland;
Mitzi Peterson. Canton; Robert
Scott, Louisville; Lore Simons,
Cleveland; Carl Silver, Cleveland;
Dorothy Skriletz, Elyria; Carolyn
Smith, Toledo; Evalec Smith,
Klizabethton, Tenn.; Roger Warner, Norwalk, and Ray Ycager,
Fostoria.

Miss Evelyn Lockman
Miss Evelyn Lockman, dance
specialist from Nashville, Tennessee, is a new instructor in the
women's physical education department.
Before coming to Bowling Green,
she was associate professor of
Fine Arts at South Western
Louisiana Institute. While there,
she established the South's first
dance major course in a Fine
Arts Department.
Miss Lockman, associate professor, is teaching dance courses
for freshmen and senior physical
education majors, dance service
classes, and is in charge of junior
majors who arc teaching dance.
As sponsor of the Dance Club,
which is being reorganized, she
plans to include programs on campus and possibly out of town trips
for the organization.
Following private studio instruction in New York City, concert and professional dancing added to her background. Her special interests arc in stage design
and music.
Miss Lockman received her B.
S. degree from Vanderbilt University and her M. A. degree from
George Peabody College.
She
attended New York University and
the University of Wisconsin where
she did work toward a doctor's
degree.

Football Send-Off
Language Depart.
Friday Morning
Gets Sound Recorder A send-off for the football
A sound recorder has been purchased by the foreign language department to enable the students
to have recordings made at the
beginning, end, and at various
times throughout the semester.
The purpose of this is to emphasize
pronounciation.
A modern language convention
for the northern Ohio section was
attended Oct. 18 at Wooster, O.
by the Doctors J. V. Haggard,
Cecil Rew, Bertll Sima, and William Wciersheuser; Miss Caroline
Neilsen; and Anthony Baynard.

team
will he held Friday morning from
7:30 to 8:30 in front of the Men's
Gym.
Cheerleaders will be present to
lead yells for those students who
attend.
The team is going to
Olcan, New York where they will
meet St. Bonaventure Saturday
afternoon.

Technical Director Tries
For Variety And Speed
Striving: for the "utmost variety in the shortest time" the
University Theater under the technical direction of Philip
Miles, will use an entirely different arrangement for handling:
scenery in the soon to be presented "Plough and the Stars."
Plans call for a show comprised of four sets, some to be
mounted on wheels for easy handling and some to be hung

over the stage and dropped at the*
proper time by
system of
weights.
In the first act the scene is to
take place in the living room of
The A Cappclla choir under the
the Clitheroe apartment located in
the slums of Dublin. This set will direction of Dr. James Paul Kenbe mounted in two individual sec- nedy, Associate Professor of Mutions measuring 9 x 12. These
"wagons" will then be joined on sic, gave a concert for the Norththe stage and can be removed with western Ohio Education Association at the University of Toledo.
minimum difficulty.
Scenery for the second act calls The concert honored the Diamond
for a pub complete with the pro- Jubilee commemorating the 76th
verbial bar. This scene will also anniversary of the Association and
be in two sections, one part on was held in the Civic Auditorium
wheels and the other separated. in Toledo Oct. 31.
The 50 member Junior Choir,
In the third act, an outside street,
the set is again found to be on accompanied the Senior Choir of
the wagon while the last is a liv- 76 members, in five of their seThis closed concert ening room of another apartment of lection.
an
estimated
3,000
the same tenement which will be tertained
hung above or "flown in" at the teachers and is the fifth out of
town concert for the choir this
proper time.
This arrangement allows for year.
There were eight solos and the
that manuvel ability and accessability which a good production re- program included oratorio sequires. Working with Mr. Miles lections, spirituals and folk songs.
on this program are Dave Thompson, in charge of lighting, Mary
Fournier, publicity, and John
Tears flowed like wine as Mari- Nagy, carpenter. Classes in stage
lyn Shane related the sad saga of craft and introduction to dramatic
a poverty-stricken history prof.
art will handle some of the heavy
"He needs shoes; his poor wife work.
must do without things; he is poor.
I could just cry," wailed Marilyn
in an address that would do justice
to George "help starving Europe"
Marshall.
As she finished her speech, the
crowd burst into, not tears, but
laughter—for Ruth Simmon had
Books in the biology departpunctured the woeful oration by ment bearing the library and
reminding the club that the pover- biology label are being collected
ty-stricken, destitute prof, owned
308 Science building.
These
N.»wtit
a Buick. The stories didn't jibe. with volumes from personal coldiamond ring
This was just one of the acts lections of the biology faculty will
creoKon.
that entertained members of Emer- be available to the student body.
son Literary Society recently.
The Bee Gee News of Oct. 16,
A motion brought before the erroneously stated that this colclub to hold a steak, French-fry, lection would include all Univerand pumpkin pie dinner at the ex- sity books bearing on the biologipense of Prof. John Schwarz, cal sciences.
found full accord with all; well,
with the possible exception of
Buick-owner Mr. Schwarz.
Did he get out of this predica/or
ment? Did Mr. Schwarz have to
shell out?
Did the bill go
through? Yes, no, and darned if
we know. We do know that Prof.
Schwarz made a very goodnatured victim.
Officers of Emerson Literary
Society are: Art Lauer, president;
Marilyn Shane, vice president;
Grace Kuzenberg, secretary; and
Bob Mallas, treasurer.
"Come tit and look around,
you are alwayt welcome"

Choir Sings
At Toledo

Sad Schwarz Saga
Delivered By Shane
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Biology Books Are
Being Collected For
Student Use
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Rory Calhoun

BEST food in town!
EVERY nite's a party!

SUNDAY-MONDAY

EARLY or late, we're open!

KEEP YOUR
CLOTHES LIKE
NEW!!

GET on the ball—come here!

Dry Cleaning
and

EVERYBODY likes our atmosphere!
EAT, dance, be merry—at—

Tailoring

ADDED TREATS

PARIS DRY CLE/kNERS
130 East Wooster Street"
Phone 12241

UNIVERSITY CLUB

Speaking of Animals
"COUNTRY LIFE1
Melody Masters
Desi Arnex and His
Orchestra
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